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Eight ultimate load tests ~Jere performed on three 3·6~ilrnch -
section; t~ith the area of the bottom flange 2 .~ times· lanr:ger than 
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the top flange.9 so that ~he centroid~l · axis tJ<ffiS a~pro,cima_te.ly orne-- -· 
. 
. . . . 
. ·.sixth of the· depth below the· mid-depth or geometric.·center of the··.·:/ .... 
-
. . 
. ,· . . 
' . ·. ·. 
· .. web plateo The tJ.\Jeb slenderness ratio _(3) for all spacimens t1as 
loading conrlit-ions employed t11Jere pure Jbendings,. domimlcmnt shear, and 
combined shear- and -· bending 0 
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~<>mputed using the_JcI1.eor1es developed Toy Basler @iild __ ~ThUirlimaim .. · ______ ~~ 
shows· the girder strengths under dominaJ11t shear to_ Jha l~J higher 
_,_____:__~ ___ t_h?tn _~h.~ _J;l)~QJ;°_e_t_i~_§ll_ ·values a _ The. ultimate __ loadls -from -thee -OOli11dling--·· _ -~-~-.-:~:~:---c~-~. · .. ----
tests ~ere also high.er than predictedo The tests m,ider combined 
high · roendling and high shear· gave strengths which· ~~~ l<o~r than · 
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.. . " 
-~q.~~~~~tjl ___ py_ --~h~- _ gµ:![9~Jilt ulti.marte. st1:engt};a irnt.eraic'tion eirnv<elope ~- - - ______ __c__· -. ·. ----~---c--;-------------
··r. 
The test results obtained will ser'1?e- as ai ~sis for developing 
a newi? more accurate theory for deteJr1Irnining the static strength of 
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·_·location of the neutral axis on the carrying capacity of welded 
plate girders, was not considered. 
In plate girder design it is common to have an unsymmetrical 
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toward the tension flange or compression flange, whichever ~is 
ilarger. Throughout this report the term unsymmetrical will define 
a plate giwer cross section whos.e neutral axis does not, fall on · ' I 
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--- --- -- -- -- ----- -
-- --------- -----·----·----
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----- ------- - ·--·- - ---------~ 
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I Examples of this type of· the axis of symmetry of the web plate. 
.plate girders are shown in Fig. 1. 
· Current design spe.cifications neglect to provide guide lines 
for the design of Such unsymmetrical plate girders. ( 7, 9 , 9> . There-
fore, a research project has been initiated at Lehigh University· -
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· The preliminary experimental phase. of this resea.rch, which is .. 
de·scribed in this report, consisted of eight·,:· stati~ tests on three 
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unsymmetrical plate, girdE!rS--two .tmder bending:, three under· 
. shear, .and three under combined bending and. shear . 
.,.J,(:,:· il \ 
'The objectives of ·this phase were:~"~/to detennine ·the 
- if 
components_ under various .. loading conditions .. 
The · pUI'J.)Ose ~, this report is to relate the results· of. a 
) -2 
------ -- ·---- - - -::-.-.. ~=-- . ··-···"·····-·· . 
• I 
- ·---- ... -.. -.--:· 
. .. 
--···---·--~----··--.. ____ pi1ot. study on the ultimate strength of unsymmetrical plate· ~ers 
rather than to present theoretical. justification of the current 
theories nor any modification to those theories. The report 
--
' describes the test girders, testing techniques:, preSents the test 
1 • ,_;, 
results and offers the concl.usions of this investigation. .. : 
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·-_, be given. The objec~ of this report is not to present an ultimate 
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strength ,prediction for unsymmetrical girders, but merely to . • . I 
' present the res·ults of a series· of tests where this condition of 
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--shear, combined bending and· shear. The· report describes the 
complete test series in the following order: 
- girders sul>jected to bend~ng_are described in Article 3 . ' .. 
. 
' . 
- girders subjected to high. shear are des~ribed in 
. • 1 A 
. . Artie e __ .:1: ____________________ ------
. ' I. 
.\ 
- and t,:iose under bending and· ·high shear are descr.ibed 





... The girder geo~etry and section properties are shown in Fig. · 
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As an example, th~ following sequence of testing was used on 
- "-
... -·-· ---
- - -- -
- - ----~~ 
· .girder UG2. First, a sh~ar test (UG2:--1) ·wa~ performed on a pre- · 
-·--· selected panel, using the reaction and loading configuration shown _ J 
in -Figs. 6 and 42. After completion of the shear test, the loading 
. jack between the ·two reactions was moved to a point directly over 
. -~ 
~(~ . f 
·i. 
_ ___,,__ _ :.______--=-t-=-=h:.--=-e left vertical stif fen_er_~f __ _-t:he __ center pane.l. ___ ___Then ___ by applying ___ :~---~-,.___,,___2:~ 
:, 
.. 
. . . 
~ I : :' 
the proper prop9rtional loading to the jack a cQmbined bending 
and shear test was performed on the center·panel of the girder 
(t~st UG2.2, Fig. 42). The· panel to the right of the tes·t panel 
was reinforced by means of· a 
'11 
Section 4. 3. 
-:, 
' . 
\ . . 
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,..,_, .. ·, ·-----'--'"---~~-'----=---------~-----=--- - -------------------------~---
' 
-------···-,---~--· _,, 
J.\fter completing the second test UG2.2 on the girder, the 




__ two loading jacks were moved to the positions shown in Fig. 6. - ----~-· ..... -- - --·· .. _..····~----~;_;.....,__ . .!......_· ___________ , __ 
1 
Thus the third and final test on t~is girder was a bending test · . ' ,, .. 
.. UG2.3, with the intended failure being a lateral buckling failure 










. -·---~---··-··--· ---·--.' ....... _,.-· ......... ···-·--/ --·------
-----·-- ····---------·-·-- -··--····--·-··------ - . . , __ ~ ... ---- -- ---·--·--------··----···--·-------·-·--·-··------ . .. . ' ,, 
· ... · ' I '. ' ' b ' 
•·, . 
' ' . 
' ' . .., .· . ·---~• 
' . 
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' . ' .. •. 
. ' 
test the lateral bracing wa~ repositioned as needed for the . . .... · 
'i 
' 
· type of test being performed. 
i •. 
---- -
- --- + --~----
- -- -




·----'-----~=·--= ...... : ·- ..... -- - ~--= ... =========:=== In·- each· test. of this pilot serie~, care was take.n · not to 
., . - - . - ....... \ ................................ ' ....... . 
· overexagerate · the deformation of any~_Qrt~ __ .pan~ __ l_ __ aft_e_r __ the_ ult:imat_e_=·-=· .·===========-==~ ----- ---------------------
- - -- -· --
-- ... . 
. 
· load had been reached. This was done in an attempt :to keep _the ______ · ___ .. ___ ._· ~---------
( 
~~---overall· girder geometry unaffected by local deformations· in the ·. · ---.--------.- · · 
' 
I , ; : 
... ·\ 'I 
web of a failed p·a~el. 
' . 
- ------ --- -----·- - --- -- --·-- -- -- --- - --· --· . . . • 
I • 
. . I - • ---- - ---- . ----·--~~----~ - , Having ··availab-re-··suffi·c·ient ranges· of aspect rati·o,- ~it·-was·---· -----. ---.--:---. . -· · · -
.... • ; ...... 
' .. 
. 
- - -- -- . . - - ~---- -- -- --- -
. 




-- only necessary to invest,igate the desired range of the pa~ios of· 
shear stress to normal stress for each of the three combined · 
bending and shear tests so that th·e. interaction between the 
applied ~tress.es could be observed· in the ultimate strength 
.. , behavior. 
'' 
. . 
· 2.2.· Pilot Test Specimens 
. 
' The pilot test specimens were fabricated from ·girders .. that had· 
- --- - . . 
. . 
been previo~sly tested 1.mde·r an edge loading applied between ~· 








' . . 
. :-~. -
..... 
··.· ·: ·. ~ produced a localized b~ckle in ~;he. compression. zorie of .the web, 
. - • .. ·-.. ·restriCted to . the are~- jtist be~w the loaded flan~~~ Gf ·---~. -··----L-.....a-_ - •. -_ .~-----:-----,.-;---
. •· 
- -----·--·· '.·_ .... ~-*'··----
To create .. the unsymmetry-·about the horizontal axis of the 
plate girders, a 10 ~ in. X 3/4 in.' fla~e-cut· cover plate was 
.. ' 
~. --welded to one flange of the girders. To ·select-·the· cover plate 




,_ ... _ ·,_ .'.7,, .. •· .. ··. '. ,., ..... ,· · .. ,. ..... 
{ I 
. -· -·----•·-~···---·----·---------· portable Rockwell Hardness Testing. device was used.* 
*Riehle Portable Hardness Tester, Model.PHT-2. 
The hardness 
. ·-- ··-- ---- ------- !. ____ . --·· .. -- ·- --- . 
-, ...... ---· ·- ·- . . . 
' . 
.. 
''" .' ·. 
' ~ ' 
\ . 
' 
- -- ~-- --
_ _,_._._._-~-- -- - - .. ------, .. -, .. -- '. ·- - -
, ' 
ffl! I - z 





- . . ,_ . --- - __ , . - - - - - - --
' · .. 
' 
• • 1, • 
I 
, I 
- - - --~ 




. numer of the cover plate was matched to the hardness nl)Jilbe~ p_f,_ .... -., _ ..... :7 ~-· •. 
. . the flanges. Table 1 shows the yield stresses of the plate girder 
components. Al~ three girders, were modified in this manner and .. 
--~--,,-~,_:~~>·~_:, ___ , __ tested with_ the larg~r· flange and zone· of large ·initial imper- . 




' ~ / 
. 
plat;E! girder spe-eim'ens-----are shown-in Fi-g. 37&ss section A--A-~-:_~~· ---~--- -- _ 





/ / (. I{ I 
/ 
/ 
Each girder had two Qr three tes't panels. After failure in a 
-- ... --~---~-- .. 
. -·----··· - ---·---~- - -- ··- -· 
l r 1 
particular panel the loading ·arrangement was altered. to cause · 
failure to another panel or group of panels. In order to obtain 
the desired stress condition in a particular test panel, it was 
often necessary to temporarily reinforce the panels adjacent to 
the test-section.· As shown in Fig. 6, in Test UGl.l, the two panels •. 
aojacent to the test panel _r_~g~ired ___ r~info_:r_cemen.t_. __ -'-Re.inforcement----.-----------~------ -- ----·------ __ - --·-------·--- ----
---=---_:_____::___,-.-,~~--
f". •.• .• . .. 
. I 
. ' ' -~ 
. ·-·- ... - .. -·~--------- . ·.-.--- -··--· ._ ·-. - . 
'" 
. '.. - -- - -- -~\ . . .. -
, . I 
,. 
.consisted either of additional vertical web stiffeners or of a 
tension '(or a compresSi(?n) diagonal brace, .whichever was neede·d to 
strengthen the panel~. Each method of panel reinforcement is 
described in detail · in the sections pertai~ing to that specific test . . 
· In the modification of the original girders, it was necessary 
to extend all intermediate ·stiffeners to the cqmpression flange in 
order to eliminate torsional (local) b·uckling of the compression · 
. . ~-
·-( . 
flange. plate. · The extension was ac·complished by welding a 4 in. x 
' \ 
'' . 
' '' - : ... -~ ··- . ---- - ---·--··.-:---;---·--:--·•-, 
~ in. x·7 in. plate to each stiffener, thereby supporting the 
; " ' "' ,' ' :-',-' •. ·:"'·f ... 
- ,' ~ .. 
,. 
·.·• .. ---: ; -~ 
-compression flange .. The size and location of all stiffeners are· ' ' \ 
,. 
shown· -in Figs.__ 7, _ 2~,. 42 and 43. --------- ---·- -·----···· ··---·-----·-··---·-- .--·-~---'-····---····----· ' __ ·----~·-·.-·· .. . ---- -- ·-- -- - --- -- --··. --- ,-· 
. 
- . . ·-· •' - .... -






• : I. 
' ' 
" I . ,' 1 .. 
, .. 1\ .... k .......... -~- / •• ••••. ··- , , 
---~---- -
~~:.··~· =-~-~-·=· ..~-~··---~ .. e'a~~~ .. ~ --·--· 
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2.3 Instrl)mentation· • ' ~ : 1. • 
··' 
Instrumentation of each gi~er consisted of the follow·ing: 
· ···------ -----·-------· ------- ---------- .- - . --. Electrical res-istance ·isR-4 · stra·in · gages glued to -both 
___ -·-::·.~~=~~~=------~::::~~~~:_-==~~--~-~=--=---------§!-l!f_~ces -of the web ·and 'flanges of· each test ...•. sectiori.·-··_ ·,~------ ~~~~~-~--:--:::_~:__.- .......... -
'· 
·-·--··--·- .. - T 
j 
---,-----· - - --- -- ---~---·-· 
I 
I 
--- • - ---·---·----- -
------- -------~_:_-~~~:~~---------------------- - - -- -- Duco cement was used as the bonding agent · for all gages. 
-~ ---------------·-·-----~.--- -- - -- ·----·--
·-
-- - ----·--·-----· -'--, 
----- -Figures 16" and ·17 show. the ·1ocatiO;D of the strain gages 
- . -~--~----~--+------- -·-- -- - - -· ---· . . ·~,----- - -
. 
. 




\! 1 ' .• 
.:..,._ ', I 4' (,II( 
either as a uniaxial gage or as .- an element of a roset.te, 
• • 
"I) -. 
- . " - -· ---· -. --- -·-··---, -- - ··- ··- -··· -·. 
- - -- _,_! ---------::·-=---=---~-- · - - was -read and recorded by---me-ans. of a B & F multi-channel- . -- -:~--::=---~~~--~~-~-~=--;--/ -
aute strain digital recorder.* A total of 146 self-
balancing channels were ava~lable with the digital - - · -- ------ ------------ - ----
., 
.( 
.. strain output punched directly on IBM data· cards. The 
. 
. 
·B &. _F ~ecorder and card· punch** are shown in F·ig. 38. 
·' 
---'The---d-igita-1--Str--aiJl read.ings from .. the __ B_&J_racorde-~.re 
-------'-'-----" ---' --_!__--~red---as-d-i-rect input into--a--uata:-·r-eductfon co-mputer · --
J! 
91, 
• program, from which either stresses,, strains or principal 
' ' 
---,--,---------=s-=t-=-re-=-=s-=-ses · and strains were computed. 
,._, ... 
I ,: ! 
. ' 




-· --· ---· ----- -.-.. ,. . ...,_. - -- ---- --r - - ·- -·- . -· -
test bed and the underside of the girder were used ·1:0 · 
measure ~he vertical deflection of the plate gi~der for 
' ~ t p 
each increment ·of load. The vertical deflection dial 







. -- --.- " -- . 
' . ~ 
the test. - - . --- -·------- •-----·-··----···---··-·----------- -··-· - --------- -----------. -···-----
. ,· ...... •,. • , ,. , f ' ' 1 
' -- --·.-··--,---·--i-•• - ·--··-• 
0
1 ,· • ------...:...-~--··' -'......- ••• -,:. ______ ._.,....,. __ r-~,-~---u•••••••'""" 
I 
,, 
*·Multi-point strain gage plott1ng system with 
B & ~ Instruments, Inc., Philadelphia, PA. · 
**IBM 526 Printing Summary Punch 
' .. 
'' -:· i' 
. I_ . 




.. . ... 
card · punch output,· 
-r 
. l_ __ _ 
' _..,.. 
. 
. r, __ _ 
. I 
l' ....... . 
,- . . 
· 328. 5 "\,j 
-a 
I • 
\• . ' · ... I 
·After each,load increment was. applied, readings of vertical. 
··and lateral web deflect.ions and strains were recorded. It was 
~ . 
..-•· ' . 
"' 
. . ,' 
-· ---·- -----~· .... ··--··---------------···-------·- --- . 
. ' . 
· .. -.. _·. ---- -- -._-- .·. --~--. --found--very~---ec,nvenie:n-t---·-to---hav-e~-t-ne-:__n-1:imbe-ring----s-eque-nee---0-f---the---~- .. 
. . ' ' - . ) \ ~ ' . ' 
- • • • • (o \v ' .. 
. ' 
. ; .. : .. · .. --::-:.:~#:•·:·.:..---~'":~-~-.-:--·,~·- ---·- . ,·.---.~. '"":".-~':-.~:.-· .. ~,--_• ..:_;_ ... 
· ·. ··. · st!'ain gage~ co;respond directly to the internal numbering . I 
-----·--------·--··---· -------- ·---------·--- - ----------·----------------;~---~- -----·-
·-. --·------------·--------- - - -- - - . . - -~------ ---- -----
-
---------
sequence of the auto-strain re~orile'r' channels. 
. -
. .. - -
, I ----- ------------ --·----·------ .--·--·--- - .. --··--- --·-···-··-----···-·-··--·-··-···,···--····-·-··- . 
.. .' Whitewash was applied to- each girder prior.-to testing. - - ------- ·-- -· ----·--- ---· - --- ----
- .-- -.---
. .. ,.,~ 
' 





means of visually observing the spread of yielding as 
it occurred. 
' 2. 4 Behavior o·f Plate Girder Webs ___ ~~ 
• 
- -.-----
• ,J- . 
. ' 
The lateral deflection of a plate girder web under any in-
~ 
I 
plane stress is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 5. -The abscissa· 
.. - - ---,--
; 
. . 
in this figure rep!~sents the deflection of a point on _the web and -
-----~ - -- --- - - -- - --- ---- ---- --- -- - - -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -------· 
the orci.inate represents the stress.· It can be seen in curve A of 
--- --- -- --- ---------- ----------------11 
• 
this figure, that if the web of the plate_ girders is perfect_ly flat 
. . 
the ~ateral deflection is zero until _the buckling stress is reached. 
-------~~---------------------------·---
-------------~---~--, 
At this point, the point of bifurcation, the pla:te. may de~lect in · 
' . 
either direction t9 a new equilibrium position. Then, the deflec-
/1) -
. . 
tion increases with ·an increasing load until extensive yieldii;ig 
--. _: occurs and the ultimate intensity of the stress ·is reached as · 
indicated by the das~ed line. s·:imilarly, curve .B of Fig. 5 shows· 
tJ,.e lateral def
1
lection of the plat·e with small initial ·imperfect- . 
. . 
• 
· ions. The curve stead·ily _ rises as the web deflection increases_ 
- I 
with no point of bifurcation, but with an increased rate of deflec-
tion in the region where the initially flat plate bµckied:. The, -- . 
, 
-- . ··-
l. :L -- -- '., .. 
r- I • 
' ," .. ·, . 
... ', I -
·-r ,. 
. ' 
·fplate continually deflects with increasing .~ .. ) 
• j .. •• - . -_;,_.· . --· -~---~----_.:,._·~· ·---·-·· ···--· . ------- ·-· '··· . 
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. ' 
.. 












. ' ' 
,· / ' ·1 ' 
. I , . :; . , I 
road until yielding occurs and its ·'ultimate strength is reached-:; 
The .lateral deflection of ·a plate with large initial impe_r-






·- . -· --------------·- ·-- ---------
--· ...... --
- ---- ·-------
I- ' -· . ' -·-----·--·-·-·--·----- ---
' . 
' ,. ', . ' 
... -. , . ' : I 
. _ .. __ · ----. - ._: ... to ·th~t seen in. c~rve B, the only d"ifference }:>eing the larger.· 
·, 
~ 
________ .,.. -- - ----------- --------------------- --------. ------
-----,--------·' 
. -- - --
.. 
-magnitude .of lateral deflection. 
--- . ------- -- ---
-·------- -
. -- - .. - ------
- --in-the---- series of tests on gird~rs reporteq here, there were 
. no webs that were perfectly plane--al). contained large initi·a1 
def.lectio·ns due either to a previous loading history or to welding 
. 
' . 
-- _ .. _ - --- d-uring .. fabricati-on. - The· effect ·o·f this initial out-of-plane web 
' 
condition can be seen in the load~deflection.curve of Fig. 10, for 
. . 
test-UG2.3, and described in Sect. 3.3 of •this report. As indi- , .. 
cated in this curve the secondary stresses d~veloped due to the 
- " 
. 
out-of-plane deflection of the web cause the vertical deflection 
' 
. 
of the girde~ to deviate from the straight line pr~dicted by. 
.. 
' . - -1. 
''' 
~ 
girder is indicated by the fine line in Fig. 10. However, this 
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~. 5 Initial Web Deflections 
... 
' I I 
- .: ... _ -~ __ : ____ -:_ ----·"- --Measurem""ent of lateral web de-flections was accomplished by 
·means of an Ames dial rig. In the photograph bf Fig. 48 the dial 








surface. The :rig consisted of a vertical aluminum frame with a 
I " 
~ I~- • 
number of 0.00·1 in .. Ames dial.gages mounted in the horizontal . • ' II • • 
. ,' •_,' 
~ "' ._, 
. . 
-···'----- .. · ... ,._:. __ .. ;·~----
·direction.to the fra.me. M-eas.urements were taken by placing the '• . \, . . : '' . ':., 
. . ~ 
:• ... 
j •• ~~--~, ' ! 
'· 








' ' . . "' . 
. . ., ' 
, I • ·~ '···-· .. ·,. 
.l, . ' ... . .,· 
' 
' , ' ,... : '' k' 
I , .. . •, 
•• 
' 
-- - ............ -~,, "., ............ ,.: .... __ ,,. . .... : ,, __ , ____ ,, _________________ '' 
• I ... ,. ' 
~. I 







~ ·- ... ----- ·-·-- - -- .. -- -
---·--···-------· ----
- .. . -- ---.·- -· -·---·- - ---~----------LL. ..... 
. \ 
~ 
·,of the frame to the top flange by means of ~. m~gnet. By placing 
the frame first on the web of_ the plate girder\and then on a 
machined flat surface, and comparing the dial. readings, one can -






,determine the lateral position of the web relative· to an 
- ~-----,,---,.--+---~--- .. _,---·.:· .. · -
' 
-----~-------~-.----------· --- -- ------. ............. -·-·· ·--·------·---
imagina~y straight line passing through the edges of the web 
..... 
plate. The contour plots, Figs. 14 and 15 indica-te the la-t-e-ral.------~-- ------: -- ----._-- --- --
location of the web prior to loading-. and upon reaching the 
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. ·., -.- 3.,'.1-· Introduction. I ' .. ·. . t . . --- "C-"' ~--· . - ·-· ,· .. ----
-· _I) -- -
-----·-- -· ~~· .. ·• ·------------ -- - . --- - - . 
- -------·· 
-- ·.::.··---- ----------' ---- - ..,. • .£. •. -.-- •••••• ------"-··· 
. 
Investigations· carried· out at ·1eh-igh University on symmet·-
.. ' 
_· _J..---
_,_, --------------------·-·-····-· ------- -- --- --·- . 
-
............... ---------- --~--------- - --~--------·-·-------------------·--------.-- ~· _!' --------,,--" ~~ --- - ---- ---- -
- -· --- - . ---·· ---~-·-------------
-- . --·---,- --·----·-"· --------~---------------- --- ·-
•., . 
.. · ----- rical .plate girders have shown- ·-.that pla·te buckling is not a 
criteri~n' for failure iri welded plate girders. (l) C;ntinued • · 
theoretical investigation led to the development of ultimate ,;, 
.: ... 
,· 
strength design 1guid~ lines, which incorporated ·the influence of 
-___ .. .:.... _· -- -.. --- --the· slenderness···ratio, gec5metry of tne · compression flange, 
.. 
stiffener. spacing_andthe·web·stress redistribution. 
~ --- -- -
- -- -·- • 
------ -- - • - - • 
I 
. This · section will be litnited to the description of the two 
bending tests of the panels which differed only in the length-to-
depth ratio a .. 
• 
---3. 2 Test· s·et-Up and .Instrumentation 
Both bending tests were carried out with the test set-up shown 
l 
• • • 
~·---·--· __ · ~-------· ----in-F-ig.-- 7 .. -- -. 'l'he--d-ime-ns ions ef the gi-Fde-rs --were esta}?lis-hed- -by-the--
' 
·availability of three symm~t~ical .. ,,girders.. The only parameter 
' 
•·· ..... 
that could·. be. varied. was the d is-·ta.nce between the -lateral braces ..................... -
j 
--· ,j 
----~------·-.. --.. --___;;.~,.--------"~ .... t--· . ·---·--.... -- ------·· -----·---------,.··-·-~---·"------nr----~-- ·----
'II' 
· for the 1 compression flange. In both.bending tests, the geometry of 
the compress.ion flang~ was such t~at, lateral buckling was calculated 
. .. 
to be the mode of s:failure, since the low flange width-to-thickness 
~ 
-~ ~---- ra~io __ Cc/ct_=---6 __ . __ 4..) ___ _exclud. .. e.d _ the-=Possib_ility __ of_ ... local bucl<ling .... a.s--the -- ... · 
. 
. (2) .... - ... ---... -----~---·-·"····- -------. -----
,- .. ·-· ________ 7';~-~-~----- - .·- -principai cause of failure. - · · . 
,,, 
~··-·.~· - - ~- =~. ' . . 
I 
All girders in this test series contained ·a· ·web thickne.ss of I• . 
' . \ 
I ' 0.122 ,in .. ·in the .. t.est section and'. o. 5625, in. in the end fixtur,e.· .. ·, ... , ~- ,L: 
··- . 
.. 
. .. ,, . 
' . 
- .,, ...... -- - . 
' ..... 
·: . ,- -
" 
" ' ',. 
,' , I , J . 
'· 
• ,.. ....... ' ...... ~,t ..... ··:..." . -. •-, 
. ' ,'i. .. ~ " , 






~ ·. · ·I 1 : . -12 
I,,' .. ' 
! ' 
. • . 
' \ 
I 
' webs. The loading con.dition was determined so that the. capacity 
., 
of the available jacks was suff~cient for. the- assumed· type· _of 'f '. . . . ... 
'·-·· ----·-----··---------·-·--,-·-·· --- . -· --. ·.-·----· -
. ' 
--·------~---.. ·--·-----~----- ---.~-------•--- ... - ·--·-- ~ 
_ ,-~- ···---- _ ~~~c-_failure. ___ ,In--c-bending test_ UGl. 2, _f.ig. 7 ~- _the , uns·upported · length 
. - .: -·-----·--·--------- -···--~ -









..... ··- ___ _- The .. test set-up· used was the determinate system -shown. in 
· .. ·.Figs. 6 and 7 with 'the 110 kip Amsler hydraulic jacks<12). sus-
·' 
, ________ _ 
___ · ____ p~11ded f~ a ~~)( spre~d~;- ___ b~am supp_orted by the l9ading frame 
.• 
superstructure. 
The brac·ing of the compression flange against later.al mot.ion 
. . 
~....,__~~-· ---.--was- accompl-i-shed ~y-th-e--us-e--o-f-- 2--~---in. oiamete·r stanaard st~-el 
(" 
pipes pinned to the transverse stiffeners,.at points of application 
G-f---t-he-- 1o·aa-- and- at-- - s-e-lecte-d points·--qlorrg-·the ·comp-f:'e·s s ion f lang·e·.- -- ·· 
------ -------- ---~------------------·-----
. 
---- - ·------- --- ~-------~~-Since eac~ pipe was long and pinned at both ends, large vertical 




__ · -. able ___ restra~nt.-fr-0m- the- late-Pal- braeing. -. Th.e- lo-eat-ion-- of the - . . ~-~ - ---· - •---- --- -- ---- I ------- ·- f/ (' 
~· lateral bracing pipes is ~hown in Fig .. 7; (: 
. 
.. 




------------------ -~ Insfrtimentatiorlor the bendirig girders con$isted primarily of ·· 
electrical·resistance strain gages a~d the lateral web deflection . 
. 
-------- ' ---- ._ ·- ·- --- ,-
· .. rig~ The strain gages r placed on the web surf aces served to deter- . \. 
/ 
-~. . 
mine the strain distribution in the flanges and-the web during the •• 
,: 
• -
I complete loading·,:cycle. · Figures 12 and 13 indicate the cross- • r: 
•- • - • 
- • ' C -,- -~ ------,.,_.__ • f/ 
, ~ 
. 
. .. , 
. sectional stress distribution calculated from these strain measure~-
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Testing Procedure 
The girder behavior for o1a pc1~t_i~1.1.~~-:r __ 't:·e~~ _<;!~D .. l?~ _q~scribed 
.. - ------·-·------,,,-- -----·---- -
. with the aid of . a load vs-~-d-e·f·1-e-·ct-ion clia-gram~- ---P)i5tt·ea·-:in F,igs·. 
. -·-·--··· ......... ·- _,,.- . ..,. _____ .. ________ . ---·- -·. 
. 
. . . . - ' ~ .- . . 
~ 
· ·9 an·d 10 · is the applied jack load P vs. the. vertical deflection 
---------·------------ -- -·--------·- --··-- --- -------- - ---- - - - -
------------ - ----- ----------- -----
--- -- -- - __ ·- ~=-=-==--=-·=-==·-- .=-_____ ,.. ·- f ' 
of t.he girder·. The ordinat~ is given in kip·s and the abscissa in 
. -· ·. - - ' --- -·' ·------- -· -- ·--·-~-· -- ·----- ·--------













At zero load (Load No. ·1). a·complete.set of readings-was 
Then the load was gradually increased· to 10 kips (Load No. 
' .. 
.. ·· 2) and another~·.,.,~et. o-f ,data was taken .. 'Application of each load 
. - - --- - - ·-
···-·----·-,. --- -'- ----·-·------ --- --·---·-- -
increment and the.corresponding data aquisition required approxi-
• , I • 
mate ly· 30 · minµtes. As indicated on the- load deflection c~e, this 
procedure· was followed up to Load No. 8, after which the load 
increment was decreased to 5 kips. As c~n be seen on,the load 
deflection cur.ve this was ·the load at which the deflection curve 
.. 
-- ------- · ___ · -·----beg-ins to·- deviate from a s·traignt--ITne.--- --At tliis point signs of 
- -- ----· - -· - . 
- --- ... .. .. 
- - - .. - ---·------
------- ~-------·-------·----·-. ·- .. ---
' 
. 
yielding wer_e observed on the compression side of the compression 
' . 
flange.· Thereafter the load was increased at a very low rate. 
. 
. . 
------·--A-f~-r- re-aeh-ing- -th·e --u-l-t-im-ate ~ -lo-ad-Ethe . load- at -which la-rye -strairis- ·-- -
were occurring wit-h n.o increase in ioad), a coristan.t deflection was 
.. 
r, 









I . The post. ultimate portion of the curve was obtained by simply 
- ---------· .--··---·-.. ----·-- ...,----- --
. imposing a vertical deflection of ~ set amount and allowing the 
-~ 
------------------· -· ·- -·· ---··---·- - -------------~~---'----fr,i:':fcl.,,. ·-----·-·-------------
-
•.l•r-. ~~~~~-~~~---- --~----. • ·_ ·_ .. -load-- to -settle!~, to a s-table value-.-·---~f-t-e-r- -obtaining t:he- -post -ii-ltiina~e .. · . · ·· -_ · ·_ ---- -fl 
,. 
. 
. r . . ...... .. ¥},., 
. . .-
-,_ ~. -
. ". . . .  - ... ti_~ 
. 
- .. ~r;;·. 
c.urve the girder was _unlo~ded in .,large increments to zero.~ · · ·.. . fl! 
i i' , - 1 _, 1 
· ,. · . . r.1',f 
. tn:\'. 1/ ____ .-· 
. , 
! • 
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- • ..... , ' '. " t' ,, •.••. , •••. ,, ••• .' .... - ' •. jilt-•·.;..., .... 
The testing procedure described above was followed for each 




--·~J:.>}?:t;aii::ied only for.t.est ~UG2.3 __ • ________ In .other tests, it. was necessary to· ··-·· ·-----·-··--· · 
--·-··--·· 7 ~~-~ Stop loading earlier· since the program inV01vea. the testj_ng of ,-~ . _·-···_-.. __ ... -···---·-
- · --· several panels- ·within ·one-· gii'a·er:~- Therefore, the---testing procedure ---:- - ·------·-··--- ... . . . -- ---·---~ ___ ,______ . __ 
· required imposing a minimum of deformation on a panel arid ·still 
---·----------"--<- -- -·---- .. - -
. • . 
obtaining the ultimate load . Therefore no tests, with the excep-· 
. 
' 
, . tion of. test UG2.3, were continued ~nto the post-ultimate portion 
. 
of the load def le ct ion, curve, but were unloaded upon reaching the 
static ultimate load. 
- ; " . 
.. . · 3. 4 Mode of Failure ... . . 
Failure in both bending tests was due to '.· 
the compression flange of test section between points of lateral ' 
' 
. 
~ .. bracing. The magnitude and distribution of the compression f~l~an~. ~g~e---~-~ 
- .I - - - - . 
motion can be seen in Fig! 19 andl.3. Although buckling is the 
..fr , 
.. term used to describe the motion ·of the compression flange, it is 
.- --··-~·--··---
----~-~sttlomewhat--mis-le-ad-ing;-. · Ir1 both te-s-c-s-ene mecnan1sm of--f ailure was 
that of· a continuous lateral deflection of the compression flange. 
. ... ~ ·' -- - --· -------~-As the gi~gers __ were . loJ3..rled __ irr __ increments first -of ten kips and· then··--···----·----~ - -- ---.... ----.. -~.._.,..----------
0 f 5 kips or · le.ss up tq the ultimate load, there was a gradual 
vis.ible lateral' motion of the compression. flange without the 
- -- ----- --~------
occurance of buckling. As the out-of-plane motion increased,. the · 1
·•• 
. 
- . -- -·-·· .. -
····---------·-. . __ .. __ 
s_e.condary compressive.~-bend-ing·-stre-ss, ·····S·uperimposed- orr·-the--b-ecrm ... I . 
---····---
' 
... bending stresses, eventually initia·ted yielding .·o~ the fla~ge. · 
' . 
' . ' 
• I ' 
' 
,' , . , ~ .3 2 8: ~ 5 · 
. I' 






' t1 I 








' .. '·. ... .:· - '. 
' . 
length of the concave side. However, near, the points .. of lateral : · 
.. ,'1 .. 
. "--··-··--- -·----- .-1>---·--··-·····---·---·-··. ·- -·----- ----. • --------- ---~-· ______ ! 
------~=:~~~:._______ .· --~--_-hr_~-~ing yield" .lin_e_s __ appeared also: on th~ ... _o_ppos it_e_.~edge· of· the· · -- -~-
.. 'I • 
. ,'\ 
-- -··-- :·--~ .. - ... --· ... ,: ... :· ............ . 
. ' . 
. flange. This fact seems to indica~e that.the ends of the . 
- - - ' ·- - ,. ' .. , --
1, I 
- --------------------- -- - -- ·--·------·-----· ·-----·------------
. . 
----··----------------------- ... - --
...... 
unsupported compress·ion flange are restrained by the adj.acent - - --··----. - -·- ---~ ,---. --· --- -- -
... .. - ..... -- ........ i'·r, 
. -
_panels. If the bracing of the compression ~J..ange adjacent-· to 
..., 
the test section had been of a continuous nature, ·s·uch as a 
~ 
composite concrete d·eck instead of isolated pipe braces shown in 
,, 
. . 
__ -!__ - -- --- Fig. 7, the failu.Pemode of the. unsupported compression _flange of 
" 
the test section would have been that of a fixed end column.· 
' 
· -3 .-5 Web Defiection Contours 
The purpose of the graphs in Figs. 14 and 15 is to visually 
. . . 
represent the pattern of deformation of the web of a girder during 
a loading cycle. Girder UGl. 2 was selected- as a representative 
-~ ----·- -------
~-~---------- ____ ....... --~---------------------
sample_ for the descr'ipt~on of the web deflection pattern of a test 
panel of·~ plate girder subjected to bending. Figure 14 shows ., . 




:cation of loading. · Figure 5 shows the contour plot at the ultimate · 11 
- ., , .... 
- --------~---~---· 
----'---::.-- loaa. Ir(Ord~rto·-iocate_ ·~ pOint.s of measured deflection within 
the_ panel, the locatio~s of which are defined by .an (~), a 
Cartesian coordin·ate system was used whose origin is at the· 1ower 
. 
• .t . 
.. left co!'ner of each p_anel (Fig. 7). The XY. plane coincides with· 
~. . ~: . 
. -~~- ,• ----------------- -~-·-- ---- ______ ' -=-· ==----'--
.. . .. ---~~---------~;~----~-=·::,.- . .;--.. -t;l1e- plane -of--~the- -web. . In- Fig-;~~--7-,- -the- -,Z ax-is is, -posit-ive-. poi-n-ting 
.:. .-~-- . . . . 
- ~- - - .. . - - . 
, . 
out·, of trie plane of the -paper.. The lateral · bracing p.ipes a=re _ in· 
·: .. 
·.· ,.-. 
. . ' 
-- , _____ !/. '--·--, - . . . 
. 
the p6sitive ·z~direction .. . . ,j' 
",· ,, ' .. f;. 
- ~ .. '· ~' . - -
. . " • , .,... ._, ' • : • :'~~,-,., .. .' ___ -1,_, . .,~,- •. • .. • .... :J-_,' ~ ,• • ·,-,.-, .. , ....... J ••. ______ .. -•·--••·•------.----- ·•••.···-•"' .- •,• ,.,: .•. ,, "·'" .,•• ·-~·.: •-,:,·c :,_;, .. ' - : ·~-,- i _;- ~:· I•·.··~·•-,··.·,- ; ; --·---;-', --~ :--- - ·,,·-,:;,'""-:';" -~,,.-:.- - • 


















-The deflection ·contours contained in this reQort were. 
' ' 
· developed from a numerical approximation .of the plate surface 
. 
' 
.· -iG ... 
' f-i· ., . 
,. 
- r ·-
-- ---·--------------·from the deflections ~easured at a series of points. ( ll) 1\ · _<!__ ---··----• ·---.• ---- ·-·--' ---- -, - ----~--·------··· ---·· . . •· 
----------------· -·------ - --- ---------------
~-·~-
-·-----. -·- -----· .. --.-·---·--·-----·-···'"--·-·---,--------
. . . ---·--·· -- . - .... 
computer prog~am (IBM 1130 Numerical Surface Techniques -and Contour.-
- -- . 
--- __ ~~:-_ -~-:-_ -:------- - Map Plotting PI'Qgram) .. was used for def:ining the--de-flection s>-urface. ··- -·-··--------·-----. 
The contour maps were developed· on the IBM 1627 Plotter. - . - - ______ _.____ 
,. 
. ' 
' 3. 6 . Bending Stress Dis:tributi·on · 
J 
The test observation discussed here is the· distribution of 
membrane bending stresses through the depth of the cross section. 
I 
' -These stresses were calculated from measurements .SR-4 taken by 
means of electrical resistance strain gages·mounted on both sides 
' 
of the web and flanges. For a comparison, the bending stresses· 
according to beam theory (a~ = My/I) were calcul~ted. · ;Figures 12 
• 0 
and 13 show the experimental stresses obtained from· test UG1. 2 
- --
- - -- . . - -for various points in the test se-ction. _ ·Toe-heavy line indicate 
the measured values and the fine line the stresses calculated fro'.n 
-'---------=-------- - -beam -theoPy. 
c_oTilpres·sion portion of the web carries lower .stresses than 








· the out-of-plane motion of the web causes a decrease· in the membrane. 
• I 
strains for that portion of the web. This has been: also _observed -
,~• "I 
_, ... 
·~, by previous researchers, for e-xample:-in Re·f-~ ---2. :- - -- - " --- ---- - . - . 
- -~r 
: ··------·--·----·-··-----·-: --:-· -~----·.:..... '----: ' _._.::_ ____ --·--~---_..:.-~--------- -- -- --- - -- ------ ----·--·· ·-·-- ···-· . ---- -··- ---- - ----- - - . ---- ----·- --- -----·~-.-_-_ ... · .... -::-_-:--_-__ -_____ - -_ -~--.· ---------:~----=-=~-=~~~:·.~:~:-~~~--:-... ' ---~----·--·-·--·-----------·--- ---·---------------,~--=--=~~------------- -~~-----·-· - -- --··---------------- ---'-··----·· ----· - - --- -
---- --• -'~-- --- .· -"3,-_-1,·:":~Discussiotr~---·: -- --·-=::·: __ ___ -:~ 
--
-
- .. --- -·---· ;_Jr, .. -__ ,_c~- ------ ~ - ------ ~---· __ ____. ____ -~ -- -- - - - -
. . , - . 




· - girder will be that· resultin.g from. lateral-torsional buckling Qf _ 
' . 
----------..------------
I ,, "r' ·.' 
- - ,--·· .. -. -.~" - -. ~-- . 
_,- .. -- -- ''" _,(_ - . ' 
. . 
r' ' 
. ' ' 
. , - -;, .',··.·~ '-.. · ' -;-::7.:...:··. -.· _::·~,: ... : .. ·-. :. 
.... -- .. • - L-••••-•• ••.:·- -•1• • - ---- -- - - --
-·---·-------·-- -----· - . 
- - - - -
.. - '-------~,--,~~_,-...--....-:-·•·•<>---_,._: __ -,_ .'·.-··-~•.<,. --r,·-··--.:,:-_--,-·~--~- --
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the ·compression flange column·. It was observed 'in this test i • 
series on unsymmetrical plate girders under bending that failure·· 'I. •' • 
' •• .. j • I • )' • • ' 
_ -------··- . was primari~y .due to .. yieJ.9i:r1_g_ of the. oompression flange with 





-- - --~--- --------~-- - ------------ -~------- ---------- -- ------ --------
.. . 
·rotation of the .cross. section . 
. 
The measured comp·ression flange stress shown in F0ig~ · 11 .. 
· indicates a very good correlation. with simple beam theory up to 
" 
· about SO% of the · ultimate load. ·The~ deviation from the simple; 
beam pred·iction at. the -higher loads was influenced by the· 1arge 
lateral motion of th~ web and flange. It was this out-of-plane~ 
. . - ----- .... --
mot ion tha't initiated. y~~l5fir-ig of the concave e.dge· of the.-
cqmpression flange and led to failure . 
·---------- -----------~------------------- --- ---·--------· - - -· 
,---
- --'. ---~------· ----~ ------ --- . ··- -----~ - -------- --- -- ---- ----- -
--- ------- --- -,-- --- ----- -- ---- ·----·--- •-- ---· -· --
-- -~----- -------
--------·-, --·-- ~ --
. !I . .. 
- - -- . 
. ·,,-
·-~ 
. .I. . ..:. 
.• J 
. , ... 
' ' ~' . . ., ·"'. ' --~ ... 
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In the ana-lysi-s-----of ·thin. web plate __ girders Jlllci~~ high _She.ar -- ---- --- - .. ---- .. - - -----. - - ... .. . -· -·-
. 
- . . ----·------ - - ---- - - - - - -
' 
-- --· ------- - . - -
----~-Y ---•- -- - • 
-
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-· ·------'------ - -----presented in Ref. 3, several · limitations were imposed on the web-·--·- ---
, 
--~----=-=~----- _- -~-tr~ss ·- pattern, . fla-nge rigidity and plate boundary conditions of 
r, 
the girde·r,_ .in __ .. arder. to obtain a· general ~formula ·f_C?r the ultimate 
• -J 
shear strength. Also, it was ·postulated that the strength of a 
-
•· 
-------------·-------'- ·.:·plate girder is developed by the sum of· two contributions, namely, .r-














the strength of the web a.lon·e in its pre-buckled state, and the 





~~- ~~ .... ------- - --·- :· 
.,. 
tension field. ( 3) 
· I" 
.r lrt 
This -·s.ection of the report p:t'esen~s the :results _of __ :the ___ three ·_ ___ , ------- ------· --- : ----~ -:-··----,.......,.--0--..------------------- -
. 
_'. __ _.__ ____ _ 
___ ~~~ar te~_~s c~~d_ucted on thr~e unsym~etrical plate girders, UGl. l, 
UG2 .1·, UG3 .1. The girder geometry is shown in.Fig. 3 anq the test 
: " results in Table 4. Included in this_ section are curves showin_g __ ~-----~· ----- ---------1-
--- - ----- ---- ---
- - ····--·---
. - . ..__ -------- .-,- ----------
the stress distribution in the web plate and flange plate compon- ~, 
.. 
- -------- --------
____ ............... _ _________,,_ ______ -- - •t ·····--------===_ ·=. -=· ---~p~late~--,-~-------
... 4 .. ·2 Test. Set-Up and Instrumentation 
---- -· ... ,.,-----··-·-··--
_ __: _______ - .- -
. . 
- --· - -·---.. --
__________ ,,_ 
test section with a zero moment there and small moments at the ' ., . '. \' 
" .•. '.m / ... 
edges of the panel. The loading equipment and. test fixturesa·«·were 
-· - -
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' :1-
;~ 
·essentially the same 1 as those used ·in 'the bending tests, the 
. 
d:j.fference being the location of -the loading jacks and reaction 
- -- ·-------------------·" -·-------·--···-··-·---·-· --· -
• 
------:--~-~-: ___ : ____________ :_shown .in Fig. "6 a11d the location of 'the ·comp~ession flange 
I: I, , . 
· , 
-~ 
--·---·------------· --~--- -----------------------·- ····---·-"·--·-- ---·--------------------------------· - - ------·----- ---···----· --•---·-·- ---·--·. ----- ---· - . -··---------·-- ------·- --------------------~~ ·---· -------- ·---- ------- -------------------
-- _______ ,,._, -
..... . . 
' . 
' --




-· __ ,.. ________ --- - -- --- ·-;------ - .J._ -.-- - --- - - --· - -
-- • - --- - - - -" • - - • f 
Instrumentation of the shear girders consisted mainly·of SR4 
' . .. . 
strain rosettes for the determina·tion of the state- of str~ss · in ·the 
I 
- ·web, primarily in the tension field zone and in the area$ adjacent 
to the tension field zone. , 
,.,.... 
.. 
- --- --- ----- -•----- .. --·"· 
· - The iocation of the strain- gages was selected basically with 
the intention of determining the principal stress pattern in the 
" , 
web prior td and during the formation of the tension field. 
-~. 
----------- --------------- - - Bec·ause of- the wave formation characteristic ·of the tensio·n field, - - -




large secondary bending s-tresses were expected. With this in mind, / 
strain rosette locations were "selected by first assuming a tension 
~--------+-f--t--i----el-4--wa-ve pa1:ltern. arul--t-he--p±acin~--tj}e rose-ttes in positi-on----s---,o-f---~~~~-
. least curvature within the field and along ~he boundaries of the 
''\ - , 




. -!/" . 
·- -~- -----• - --'---·~---------:·--:.:·· ___ .,. 
. . 
4 .. 3 · ·_.Testing Procedure . · 
-- -·----·-- ~---.. ----·- -~ . ----- -~ . . ------~ :....._____.. ____ "--·- --
' . . 
The test procedure was the same as that described in the 
. - . 
- ·------------ --------·-~---------•--------.. ----·-·- . 
. - ------. --- - -------· --· .. --- .. 
_ _ ______ _ _ : ____ _:__ _____ ____ _:_ __ _ ·_:-_--_· .. :-:-_~·--:·.:-::··· ::::-:::~::b::: =::.--ic.:::·::c::'.-:::',-.~ -,-.-~=,,ccf=--·.-,·.,a •. , .. 
-
-- --.:: __ ~::----bending __ te.st section (Sect •. 3 .3)., _____ .:.---·--·--·-··---· ---•;-----·-·--s-•••- .. ___ ,_::... . .----- - .... _' . . 
-·--· ·,-- ··---·-·----·-··- ...... 
. 
•' ~-. 
_,, .. -~-- -..... ·-
•' . 
. .. 
. . : . ' : . 
. ,. '• 
. . -
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curves in Fig. ~land. 22, consisted of applying proportional loads 
----- ·.----·-· __ to the Amsler jacks in regular increments until inelastic behavior 
" 
. --- ... --· --· ·-· ' -- . -··. -~--------·· ·:-· -
-----~------·_: __ ~-·-·· ~-~-·  ---=-the form -- of:-~-io-ca-1--yie ld ing . in -- the ···web-pa~el at -th~--- anchor zones . -
. . 4-' 
- -- ·- -·····-- ..•. , . 
. ---------.....-------·-· . 
. . 
- ,. .. - - - ___ .. ' ..•... -· ...• - -- .. 
. --- - . : · ' -·_ot ___ the _te.nsion_,-d.iagonal. - A-fter eaeh- lead i~_crement, diagonal · ----- ---- · · ,.·-----~-- --
.., -- - -... , .. - -- - --- ------ -~-~- -- ---- -··-··· ----... -··-·-·· ... 
. ' - deformation, vertical deflection and strain ·readings were taken . . 
-~ 
t The loading was terminated whe~ the ultimate load,a~ indicated by 
___________ ----_--~----~ a substantial increase in the vertical deflection with no accom-
' . 
panying increase in the load, was obtained. · At this point -the ; -load 
was allowed to stabilize at· a lower level. This load was consi-
, 
dered the static ultimate load. Then the girder was unload ea·· in 
, .. increments to zero·. J.\gain, strain rosette and deformation readings 
were taken at each load. 
To accomplish several tests on one plate girder, it was 






-----·------------ ---~--- - · pane 1. Since a shear test would cause failure to occur in the web . . I , 
of one panel only, the overall geometry of the girder would remain 
-" 
- - ---- _ .. _ .. _. - -:-.-- - ! 





reactions and loading jacks additional t.ests could be performed on .. ______ J .... 
_______ .............. ___ --- ------ ~----"-'"~,----'---
y 
______ th.e · p~eviously reinforced panels. -In- all tests- conducted the - -- -·---~--- . ·.. . - .: . _; .. - ~-------
·failure occurred only in the panel un~er investigation. 
The t:emporary reinforcement. of .. the .. ~_ad .. jacent .. panelS 0 · in°~t-est-----·-· ____ ·'--------:_-__ ___:_--::_--:~------~----------·-------------·-··------------- ·-
. UGl.1 was accomplished by external tension di_agonal braces. As 
a ,. • 
shown in ,Fig. 37, two i in. diamet~r bars,., supported by 6 in. x 
· . 
. -· ---- ··-··, ......... 
. ' .;,, 
'1---···---- •";-• ... 
. '. . :··· .. ·.-: .. - ;· -~:; . 
n· 
i,.•I I• 
. ~ . 
)' 
,,, 
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,, • i C • 
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,.. '. 
,,, .... ,, • .1~ •• 
. ' 
'' 
, · 6 in .. angle yokes, were fastened to· both sides of the plate girder 
'. . 
' . 
panel. The ,. te~s ion diagonal .braces- were . then d:r:-af>m up snug· to the ... _____ · __ · ~-c--~----,-~-·--·-----·. 
. -
. . . 
,• .. . 
. ·-. - "--· -- - ... 
~top, and bqttom flanges by· means of the nuts on the threaded ends 
-- _---_ . ____ .......... -- -----·-----·=--·-- --·-~---·--·- - •- - ......... , .......... -~----···--------·---------·--·-----·------------------- , __ 
- ____________________ _________., 
• • - -- - ------ ·-···---·---~---------:-:-_-_ ___ ---:--=._·:: ·------------~--·--------
·· ·· - - · · - -- · of the bars._ As-. the· · shear _ force was applied to the panel, both · 
---------·-· ·- ·-----------~----~ - ---------- --- ------------·---·---·- ···- --- -·r- -- ------ --~-~------·--------· ---~-- ---·------ ~----·-··--------------,---- ------------ --- .·--- --- . --~---------------· -·· -·--·------, ,, __________ ---·-- ··--·--·- -------- -·-----·-----·-··-- ---~~ 
- . ';~1- . 
-··---·--·--------------------·----··------·· -··-----
- ---··--------- ----. -· .. --- ·- -------- -----··--·--·-------·-------- .... ··- --··- 0 -- - .... -···-· ---· .. - ·_ . --.·-- - 1 1 -- - . _·. ·-- - . 
. . ··the diagonal bars c3;nd- the wep of the panel acted as -·a unit provid- . ·, - ···--·---·---·· 
·' . 





. . . ,. - . --··-- . 
- ----···-···· -- -- ----------_----D'---------·-~--. ·--·-·.··--·-
· ing an iricr·eased shear carrying capacity. .. Thus, . a premature 
failure ·in -that panel was _prevented _while the adjacent panel was. 
~-... .tested. · This . type · of reinforcement· wa-s . also used to prevent 
. <:, 
--------·------"•--------··--·- ··------ - - -.- ·-- ·-·-----~-·- -,----
• C1 i " 
failure of a panel during test UG2. 2, · Fig. 42, a ·test under 
combined bending and shear. The results of that test are discussed 
' . 
in Sect. 5. 4. 
4.4 Flange Stresses _;•T 
I I ; 
Figure 24 is a plot of the longitudinal flange stress calcu-
- - - --- - --------- - - --- -- ·------ -
' 
. , ·- ---- ·---.. ·.1 
. i . 
~ 
late-d--- from--~the . teading-s-ef-- the linea-r-s-tra-i-n---gages- mom1ted on the-· 
' 
. top and _under side of both flanges. The dotted points in this 
.. 
figure give the stresses calculated from the test data and the 
. · fine line gives the stresses calculated from simple beam theory. 
.. 
' 
The stresse.s were obtained from . the moments at the edges of the 
:, . 
"-·~----- •---;:-~~--:.....----~--------, ---'----------.• --.---.,_ • --·----··--~ .. --r-;~-·----------·-----·-·-•··----
pan e .l. A careful .study ,of· this· plot indicates. that_ as higher loads b 
. I 
were applied, the .. flange ·stress deviated considerably from the value 
,, e 
--- predicted by beam theory. -·· This:·-means that· ·the formation of. the -+--- - .. - - -·.. . ... 
< 
tension field leads .t,o an increase in· the flange stres·ses in the 
I 
r . _, ;' 
. ·-·- - -··---- ~-- ----__!~ •. ---~-,---- - -.- ·•··-· ---· - -
. . . 
anchor areas . o·f the . tension fie·1ct. . .. ln the other corner$ of the 
-·-,---'"-'· -·- ·- -···· ·-·-- ---- ---- -- ----·- -~--- ··-
--· ---- ----- -~---·-.. --~--- ·_i_._.,:_:__ -------------·--------
test panel the increase in the flange stress is smaller. The 
increase in ·stress in the flange due to the f~pnation of the · 
·tension field would ~nalogo'U.sly_ lead to an increa·se in stress in 
. 
1 • : ... . 
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. ' 
the vertical· stiffeners. .However, in this .. pilot study the 
vertical stiffeners were not instrumented to obtain information 
... -· ..... -- . -·- . ·----,: .... _.·,., :".'' . -· ' - --~, .-· .-----.- -, . -:.__, __ ., - ·--,-
' 




,c..,.....----,---ng_~_~_$$c3.~Y---for _ an ____ analysis __ of __ th~
1
~~--1?~-h~YiQ!'_ .. ___ _ 
· 
. 1- /·' I • 
-- . 
------- ··- ... ·-
, . . . . , I , 
. 
' . 
- l ---------· ----------- --- -- - -- - .. ---- ----------- ______ , .. , ...•... --- ·-···-·· --------, ·--· ___ · ___ -- __ . - .__ .-------------- \ ---·---- -· .. - . . - - . ·: . - - - .. _. ·-·- - . -· --··· ---- . 
J . ______ -: ___ ----==~--~--~---~----4·._s _____ Web. _Stress -Distribution ___ ~---~~--=----~-~-~~~:_-·:_:---- ~------- --- --·- -· --~ ---~ __ "~~~=~~=-~----- -
j . .. '' .... - .. ··----------- ---------··--·--·----·--------· --- ..... - ·-
-. - - .... - ----------·------- ----,-- -----·- - .. _, ____ ---·--------------------- - ---- -- --··--- . ·- - -------. ---· - -· -- ---· ·---------------- ------ ... ----·; 
:I . 
stresses -and principal stresses were calculated. Figures 28, 29, · · 
and 30 give-the maximum principal membrane shear~ng stresses in 
the. web plates of girder UGl.l, UG2.l and UG3.l respectjvely, as. 
obtained from these ·Strain rosette measurements. Also shown. in 
these figures -are the stresses calculated by mean_s of simple beam 
' 
. 
-- . theory ( ,- = VQ/Ib) for points .. located at the centerline of the test 
panel. Figures 25, 26, and 27 show plots of the maximum shearing_ 
-stress at the center point of each test panel as calculated from 
the strain measurements versus the applied shear force, V. The 
. 
. fine lines in these figures represent the predicted values as 
determined from beam theory. It can be seen from· these curves 
. . 
. 
- ------ .. - -- -- - -- - - -- - -- -
- -
-------------- ------------~------------ ------- ----- --- -- --- ----------- ----------- --~-------- ---------- __ , _____ ------~-------~----------, ----------- -
- -
- -- - ·-, that the simple .beam theory' for a state of pure shear describes the 
in plan-e behavior of the web plate, both before and just after the 
. ' ~ . . . ~ 
-ferma-t-ien- ---e f the- -~en-s-i-on--:-f ie-ld . ~ ...----,-~ - -------
. ! ,"r, - , . • 
4~ 6 Diagonal Deformation Readings 
/ 
' . 
.- ---··-· ' ·- -;-~· -~---~- In an effort to observe the action of the web panel llllder h:igh 
. . 
- 1--- --- . ·---- --- - -- -- --
. . 
-~.- . ~- . . ------.L- ----~- -- ····-
shear, Ames dials were affixed to the corner points of the tesc 
,., ............ _ ....... ' .. _._:, '·-··-------
.... - ..... -- .. --- . ---·-·---------------·- ... 
- .. : -~-: __ -".·'.:.:::··:~:.-:: .. :..=._· -·····" 




____ .' ___________ panel by means of small gusset-plates _glued to the ·stiffener and 
·.. ' .., 
------· ------------·-···- -----. -
' . flange, near the toe of the weld: . The plot of. the dia.gonal ! defer-
• ' l ' 




T- --- -- - . 
·- ---
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·vertical deflection. A ·comparison of the --~~n-~ion and compression 
' 
.. . 
diago_nal deformations 1 illustrates the extent of the overall 
shearing distortion of the 2anel. 
- - -- -------- ---------·-------- ----~ -------··· - ___ :--=::-___ =--=--=-:::=_=-=================~~~ 
·--------- - ---· . 
-- ·-- --- ----- - -- -·------
------ ------·-··--· --- ·-- --
- --- - --- ---· ---- - --- -
------
-- -- - ~-----
--- --~-~----- ~-:_•: -_ ~-- S.e:ll_e_ral ___ attemp.ts ___ were ___ mad:e-~obta::in-a~oour--a-t-e...:.-a-iagonal---.a-e.:.f-or--- · · ---~~-
___ --- -----···· - ···--·.------- ---- .. ,-·- - -- - --
. . 
-
----·-----···----------------- - . . - ------------· ---·-·---·--·-·-···------------------··-·--·-------
-------- -- . -------------~- --------· 
mation readings. All except the one mentioned above did not give· . 
. . ·- - -----·-· --- _, _ _,_ --·---------· ----, ·- --·--·-- ----·---. 
· -~--~-~~---~-~--- the-·de-sired· · accura-cy. one approach attempted was to glue .~·~all 
brass targ~ts to the corners of the web, close to the flange stif-
- . ... ... __ ·- - - - ---,- - - .. -- ... '.. . .. . 
.. 
----· 
fener intersection. With mut·ually perpendicular. scales ·-.m~unted to.- -
. 
. . 
· · t:he corners· of--a rigid frame surrounding the panel, the relative 
" . . 
-- -movement of the targets were me.asured by means of optical levels. 
. -· ---------- -----
· · - · ~ --- - ·J.\:nothe:r: approach. wa_s to measure the diagonal defJ_ection by means 
·of· a variable length extensometer. This approach proved unsatis- · 
factory because of the .flexibility of the extensometer. 
-
!lo . • . 
-- - ·- - .... - - ---------- - - --·-------------------·-· - ---------c-,--- --~~----------
' 
.i 
4. 7 Web Deflection Contours 
~ 
. . Figures 3lthru36 show the lateral ·deflections of the web in 
' 
__ t_h_e form of col}!ou~ _ _!!l~S. · The initial def_lection of the plate~ 
panel.can be seen in the contour plot at zero load (Fig. 31) . I 
,.,,: .... 
'-'--------·------·---·-··- ... __ ,_ ··- ------.------- ---------.----- ------- --· . 
.-1 
r . 
- The initial deformation is the largest in the zone above the 
------,,.---...---,--.---- --------·- . ---- .. ------ ._ - .. - -- --·- -----·---------·- -·--------------------·--- - -· -··· ... ------- -- ' ---- .. 
' ' 
,. 
bottom flange. 1\s the load was increased, the· lateral def le~tions 
· gradual-ly changed to -form a -wpvelike pattern orientated in \the - -- ---~-T - ·--- -- -'. -
________ di-r_~ction qf the tension diagonal as shown in Fig. 32. .Figur~ 3 3 --- -- - --- --·------ · ----
f 
' -~,-' .- '.' . :··~..;-;i - . 
gives the deflection pattern for the web panel in shear test UG2 .1 · __ 
- ------~ ---• ., -------·-- ... · --- · ....... . 
. . 
f: 
The inclination is very definitely along the ~ . ·_::'•·.····· ·. _-__ . ! . . at the ultimate load. 
tension field of the ·panel, but is somewhat less than· that of the 
. panel diagonal. 
' , . 
... ,~-,; _, -~ - ~-····--· ---· . .,_; __ ..... ,..,~ ... ·····~- " - ,• ... ,, -;, 
-- - ... r -- - ;. ·: :,_ - ·, . ;, ·-:_-, 
I • 
. 
... r ·~·:.:.·,::--::' __ -------- _ ._-~.=_:-~--'--~'"~'1~.~·:.·· -~ -·•,-,.-~. '....,,...., ,, -,-__ ·• . .,,-t·· .,_,,--.--_;7. _ ... _,_•·-·-··:··, -~·.':">-- -- ,..·,,' ._--, •:~, .~- ~--= .. --,-,,-•.· -....., __ }:;;"'-_, ...... , .,- _ _,.,_,_,,•..,--.,.i-.~""°.t;'\"""-=...-...,..,.,J~,..,...,. __ __,n-.,~ >_.,. .. ,.,.,..__.,. .. _ 7 -...---.. ,,.,,.,....._...~ .. --,,.--,,,...c.,~--.~--.~---.---.,.......,..:..--.. --.~ ... -·-·· --•··-~-
. . ~ . . 













4 .. ·8 Mode of Failure . . ' 
i· 
... In all three shear tests . the mode of failure was yt._elding of 
. . 
,, -··----- _______ .. -- · __ ... ,.. .. ',. ~- ' __ ..... ·- . - -·-~-' --- . ' '·--·--___.____, --- -·- - --- -- . --
~ --! the web along the diagonal zone. · I~--e-~~h c~-~~--y~e 1=d ing- ----=-w---=a=-=s::____·-=f::.-=i=-=r=-=s:.......::t:_____,· --"----'-'--~~,---.----. I 
··--····-··---------- -
- ··---- - -·--·--··--·-·--····--·---····- ·-·--·--··-··-------·-~·--
--- --- ·---·-··---- --------~-
--- . ·---~ 
. - ... 
observed at the corners of the panel in the so called anchor 
.. · ·•·•· ---·· ··--·----~- ----·-···--·· -
I 
- --------~- --- ---- -- - ---~ -
---------·-------------- -
--.. -..... -..... -.-.. . ·zones· of the- tens.ion. field. 
-· - ____________ .. __________ -·-------- ·---··--··. -
The yield pattern g;radually extended 
. . . : -- -· 
.. 




due _ to· the wave formation along the tension field. The pho~ogragp 
. . 
' ' in Fig. 51 shows the initiation of yielding in the anchor zone. 
Figure 49 shows the typical pattern of yielding·upon reaching the 
ultimate· load . 
. 4.9, Discussion- . ' 
' The experiments described here were conducted to determine the 
, 








' - -~------ ' .. 
-------------------------
--- -- - -- -
-
- --- ---- -- --- ----- ---
,... 
The web deflection contours serve to illustrate the changes in 
.1 
the lateral deformation pattern of the web as the shear load on · 
• . I. . 
. 
•··· -·--- --·,-·-····-···--·--··-·-- ···--··----- ---····--··- --- --------- -· .... 
------·-- · ___ ,:~=-:----~~::--the 'pc111e·1 is increased. · These curves also serve as a · qualitative · . · .- · 
. 
.. 
-~indication of the true inclination of the tension field. - ----· - -- ·- - ---.... ----- -·- --~·--
----- In ··order to-obtain· insight. into· the state of stress w:i.1:lti:n the·-; :i~ ----·- -----·-- -- ---- ... 
. " 
.... web panel, Fig~._ ?~~' 2~ and 30 indicating the principal membrane. , , ____ -~~----~-----··: -·· 
i,· 
'· shearing stresses were prepared. Figure 49 illustrates the failure·-·-------.- -- . ---- · 
mode that is .typical of a panel.nnder a high shear. . 
' .. 
.. ; .-" -·· ·- .. , .. -, .... -.,,, .• \,~.;;_~~?7:'"'::':c--;.;., ___ .-'. ... ,·-,-,;,-, -·~--;·--:~- "-~·;··-·· ,..:: ••. _,._,_,. . - _;_ ... - . ··"'· ~ 
. . 
' . 
.... --··--· •.•• ., •• _ .... •.,.'J •• -, - --•-,-~-.- ... -.--~---- . --.- - . ' ., ···-······-···· ... 
. ~ . 
• '.~ I .. 
~- -----.------·-
I , . 
-·---· .. ·. ·-· :,_· .• -,--·---- '···- .--~ _..,;· ... -.~-:-
-· . .' ' 
.. 
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As indicated Fig .. 24, the experimental ultimate strength 
a panel to'· high sheari and low moment is consistently 
about 18% higher than predicteq by the methods presented .. 1n Ref. 3 • 
···-······--·--·--·-·-· ------·--·------·--·-·----·----·---------·····--·•···· ' .--..· . ' . . ·_ ·. . . '··-··---·· .. ·----·--
... , ...... 
------------------·----------.-------------·------ -~---·--------·-------------------··--·-----------------~-- . ----------·-·----·-------
' 
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- -·. . --- - . 
·.:--· 
.. 
___ . -------·- . ·---' 
-·----------------- ·------- ,-. 
-- - --" 
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. ----··- ··~--r----·.-. ,.· .. -· , ... ·-- .. ~-.---. ·-. ------------~-----'·· -'. -~~-·--- -.' -· ........._ __ ·_, ____ _._, ___ ·---- ·. ----.·---·--· 
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-·5. , . TESTS ON GIRDERS UNDER COMBINED BENDING AND SHEAR . 'I \ 
. : .... , .. , .. ~ . 
'\ . 
. 
_,· ' .. ' ;. 
,' 
~----- . --·-- '· . -.----------- .. ---------···-· ____________ !.... -·--,------- - --------·--- ----~------·----------·------ -- -- •. ···-·· ..•... - . • - ---· -- . . .... --- . - ·-·----~-~------------- . ------------------..--'------~----~----·---- ·---~-------·----- . • - . -
· . -- 5 .1 · . Introduction 
... 
····-----··-·-- -------- -- ---------------- ------ .-- . - - --- -------- ______ ., _____ _ 
high she~r; 
- .. ---··--··- -~-
uns~etrica·1 plate girders under a ;Loading of both high shear 
... 
and bending .. 
performed , "'· UG2 . 2 , UG3 . 2 , and UG3 • 3 • The loading arrangements of 
---- ------ · ~~h test are shown .cin Fig. 6. The- complete behavior of each-- - - -····· ~ ~---
girder is described by the load-deflection curves of Figs. 44, 45, 
and 46. The same testi~g procedure was followed as described in 
· ___ ----------·---------. --------se·ction --3. -3-.-
-·------------------~---------~--~---~-------- ------------,--------------'-'------
5.2 Testing Procedure and Set-Up . 
The test set-up for girder UG2.2 was described in the preceding 
- ---- . ~ --- -- [-': -- -----·------- -------·--·-··- ·- - --- -· ---- ------ -·· ... - . 
section Sect. 1.1. · Girder tests UG3. 2 and UG3. 3_, shown in Fig. 43, . 
indicate that the test set-up was that of a simple beam for both· 
. 
···--·--··-· --·---------------· --
·. ---------------~------~ests·. t . 
.. 
. . ' 
It would be appropriate at this time to describe the sequence . 
•.. ,. -· ·-·· - _;._ - -
of tests on girder UG3. After completing a high shear test (Test ··-· ,· 
.. 
'' 



















-~----llG3. 1) on .the ____ tes.t-panel---cnea:rest---~the---right"----Peaetion -as---shown--in-- -...........-:------·-· -
.. - -- - ·--- --------- ------ ---·------- . t,:;· . 
. 
' . - -- . -· ·-. -- - ... Fig. 6, the reaction was relocated to ·form a simp~e 'beam condition~------·---·":.~--~"''--
One loading jack was placed at the mid-point of the girder. The 
' 
object was to test one panel while temporarily reinforcing the .. , " 
I , - " ., .• ,.. • - . t" 
(·: 
~ ', . 
.. 




. ' . . _. 
- - • ,-. '._.,., >00,'.'''"•~-~ ....,,...._..,, .. __ c,. ' • -•• '••, ,' • 
., 
--~-
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I.' --, r•: • 
-adjacent panel in such·' ·a-. way thiat no. lo.cal· disturbances would -
' 
Since, as shown in Fig. ·G, . affect the tension field anchor zones. 
. --- ·-· - ---- - -- I- - - 1. ··-- - -- • 
··- .-~~-:.~-~~--· ·-- - -------- · -.;;; oj·nt--·~.-o-a-ding- c·a-us:ed--u-ppo"s ±te~-~-she-a-rs----i_n-th-e---·-1e·ft·-anct·--~rrght· 
. - I -
. .r • 
;·,- 1 
··- -- -·------- --:~-~~-~-=~--~·:"·-~--~----~p~.n0 ls' a ''simple compres~s-i~I'l dia.gonal strut . betwee·n the tens ion a~d-----~-=~-==-==- ~:--c-·r1 
. . . . .. 
. ,. . ---------· -------·r{ 
• . . ----- _________________ __, __ - - '---- - --~---------- ----------...--------·-·----.. ·-------------·-··-----~---- --- ----- •. 1.. -- - . -- - -- -·- - -------- --- - -·-··· -- -- -···· ---·-----··---- --- ····---· -·- - -- '',: 
---··--· ··-:---·--·---·_-: .. :- ----~-----~-- ~-:---=-=-=---=--=-·· ----=---::===---=---_'.: -- . \.-,; 
---~.- - ---- - - . ------------ .. ·-· ............ ____ ----- ---------
- "''· 











. ---- -... ---·--·····--- -"··--·------ - -·-- - -~;:-+ 
. ~--_-cfi_~-turb_iDef ___ tfl_e ,-t_~n_s t_O!! ___ f J.e J_g_· _a_nc;f\o~. -~_one S ____ !P_t_h_e -o_th~_!' ___ Q~n~_ls_. ---· !\ __ -~ ---------·-------- ·it 
-------'(:;r 
- . 
. tension· diagonal .reinforcement would. -have caused undesired distur-
. . ~) 
bance. · J.\ simple analysis revealed that a 24 sq. in. wood strut 
-·would be· s1.1fficient 'to reinfor~e the panel during ~he test. 
Therefore, ··two four-by•four struts were cut to fit" on both sides___ 
of the web along the diagonal of the panel. Figure- 55 is a -
. 
photogr~ph showing the wood strut reinforcement. This system 










I t I I 
- ---··---- i-
ll 
I 1 I; 
·i i ~ 
' I 
~"i 
__________ -_""tr--a-_·~ -----·-----··----. --- --------- - - ---------- --··--·- ------------------···- ---···---···----- --- - ~~ 
_________ After completing test UG3.2,~the~ failed~p~nel was premanent_l---'/L.y_......,-c--___ I 
- reinforced with half inch vertical stiffeners, cut and welded to I 
. 
fit the outline of the deformed. panel, thereby enabling the thl:,rd I I 
--- --------------------4~ .... :-
q{ 
- . . 
-and final test to be carried out on the panel to the left of the 
· applied load. This· test· (UG3. 3) had a moment to shear ratio 





. - f 
-~-------.. --- ----~--<similar to that of the previous----t-est -(UG3-~ 2). The M/V ·ratio for - --------------·-----------------1· 






. each. combined bending ___ ~!'l-9. shear test can be seen in Fig. 6. !' 
----- ___ ,, ________ ---- -- i/ 
• 












- , - - , .... ~ --.~~---'· .--,-~ .. .-, •. L - ''" • • The failure in_ tes~t-~U~_2_-.2 __ w.a~: J:yp_ical of girders under high ----~--~::~~~~---.. --.. - 1,-
. ·- ------------·----t--- , 
-
- --· - -·~-------·------,~-------- -· 
..... - shear, with the yielding of the web along the tension c;Iiagonal. ' 
. 
. 
All deformation and plastic action was confined· to the web with no·-- ----. ·-,-·--"--- · 
,. . . . . . , 
effects on the flanges or stiffeners. 
l 
. ... , .. -,- ..... ,--~-"-~···· , _________ ,,_. ·---·,.-, ..... ,, .... ; ... 
.·_' - . .... . 
\ 
' ' \ -, 
,, . ·~' -, 
1 ' -,'; ~ - ' 
. . 
.. . . '.' ~ ' ·- . ' ,- , - ... .,. . ----.: . ., ,._. 
'. ,•:, . tf 
- ....... ' -· ' - '' . ' ... 
- ' 
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~--·······-~······ ........ · 
·'1··· 
Failure of test panels. UG3. 2 and UG3 .3 wa~ a combined web 
• ,.I) 
,., 
. plate and flange failure. -As indicated in Figs .. 5-1 and 53, the 
- - - -- ------ ---------- -- -----· -- - -
- - .. ' 
. . . 
. 
____ ,---~-- ·, _· • __ 
1 
__ , ~-----9._Q!!!~E~s~iOil _ .. flange _underw_eht_ considerable---lateral-de.formation~- --------·--· -------:--.· '-----;;--------~-=·-
- . -- ··-··· ........ ~ - . • . . I 
-- - - ~~--·-·- - --------~----- ' . - -
. ;·· 
_, ____ ' .. 
---- ------ --··----------·-·--·-----·-·· -·---- ------- -
~ 
·-··-·------------ ---- --- -- - -------------------·----··· --····--·----------- ---- -·--- ..... ,,. d·--·-·---· -----~---:.:-=-=-~==--·=---=--~=-----------~-~--.:: - -- -- -- . - ---- --
---- --- -- ----· -




I r - -----Obse·tvea---tha:t -neither·-y±elding--o-f-the web· -pane1·-nor-·or the . 
,r . . 
- . . - - -- ·- - - . - - - . - - .. .. . - - ---- ---
. 
-- ---··- .. ------------·-----~- -- - -- --- --- --
_________ ,, ____ _ 
. -- ---- ....:..--~--. ---,-- ---· . 
. 
. 
q· .. ~----·-··---------------------~~~-- . ... - - --.· -- •- ,,_. ·•. -
· compression flange was the- primary mode of fai~ure, but an inter-
. __.... ·- action of both mechanisms. The photograph of Fig.· 49, depicts 
- · ____________ deformation pattern assumed by the eompre~sion flanges of tests-------.-· ---·-i ' ---
' . 
------ ------- w- •• s - ---- -
· UG3. 2 and UG3. 3. · Correspondingly, Fig. 51 indicated the type of 
failure which occurred in the _w.~b--'-panel ____ of UG3. 2. 
5~-4 Discussion 
. 
The primary· importance of these tests was to obtain experi-
. mental evidence concerning the_ intera·ction between shear and moment· 
·------
------ -- - - ~--- ---- - . 
·\ ~ unsymmetrical plate girders. 
J.\s indicated· by the ·interaction cu.rves, Fig .. 47_, __ the_ girder 
-·---
..... ·--· -- - - - -
. .-
, under high shear and sm.all moment, Test UG2. 2 exhibited a greater 
------. -·----~-·- __ strength than. predicted by ~he ;interaction curve, although the 
-·-- -------~-----· -------·-- -
• --· --·----------- ~ --·----·--·. ---·-------. ---------· -----~----·---- • ..r, -- •• __ ; _________________ ~--------·--------- ---~--"l....-> - .. ---·------------·---·-·--·------ --- -------- ,. - - -·----- - ·-···· ---------
strength of this panel was less than· what of . test. panel UG2. 1, 
. ·' 
---.--- -.:-----·--·- .····which· had the· same geometry bl).t · was under only a high shear loading. - _ ...... ___ - '---- . 
. . 
"- ~ 




As the moment to shear ratio increases,' tests UG3; 2 and_ 
--- ----· -----
···-
UG3.3, the girder strength fell within the interaction envelope. 
, · It should be noted that a comparison between_ the test. results and 
the plotted interifct:i.on curve can be. only tentatively superficial 
., 
--·-·----··--···· -- •.. ~.. . .. ' ··-' . .. --.- --·-·--- --~---.l.-- '•• ·-··- ;· . ' - , .... '"··----··-·-·····-- -·-----···-· ··- - '-------···-------···- --· ---------·· 
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• since the tests were 
interaction curve was 
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6. . SllMMARY 
.· .• '. 
I' ... . ,. 
. . . 
' ·. .· ;' .. 
. --·- ------~----·----- · · ..... This summary ·aescribes the resurt-s-·o-t eighe-s·tat·tc te·stsc··-----------~-.·-. -.. . . -- . 
.. 
---··· 
,----~"'--'-~--------- ----- - - .............. -- . - ---=:~--:--.. ___ ,,_ -------. --.. ~--.... -...... -~~ .... -:-::·::::~~-=---=====-':::~ ... -----·--.. ---------- .. --.... =--=·--=··--·====::::::=::--=-====-=--=---==---... J 
p_erformed -on· three unsymmetrical plate girders. :In this· 
---· -· - ---·- ·-. ·-'-,· ··- -~----·--··----·-·---·-----·----"-··--· ..... -- - ... . . 
' • ' . - •• 1. 
i"' 
----- · ---~~-" . ·-----loading~_-bend.ing.., __ shear_,_ __ o_r_ combined __ ~~nding ____ and ... s'tlr:·a~. · ---~ 
. -- - ·- ----- ~---
\ . 
The results of the two bending tests are summarized as 
.. ' 
. . . 
follows: 
1) -The-ultimate loads were limited by the strength of· 




2) The ultimate loads obtained were six and nine per 
cent above those predicted by the current methods 
for symmetrical_plate girders. .. 
i-----------------------·--·-· -, ... -----~--- .:::r-----··--·--- ~-
.. 
The results of the three dominant shear tests can be summa~. 
rize-d- as -foilows-: --------------
1) Considerable post-buckling strength. of the girders 
.. 
~ 
. -- - ·- ·- - -
,------.-----'----'-'""'---,,------___;was--d e ve;:L0pecl-d-ue---to--the---f-onnation ___ of ___ .t:he __ 1:ensian.~·f}l>--,---~-'----·· __:-.. _ ..... __ .. _ 
field. 
, 2) The mode of failure was that of general yielding 
-·-·-· --- -------.. -·~-----.. ~ 
,.. 
• 
- -~-- -- --, - --· ·-· '' - .. ,. - ... - -:: -
- -' . 
. - .. 
. ·-·~ ...... _ .. _.-.. _-_-··· :· ... --,:-,..::-·- - - .... ,--::. ._ .. ---·-,--·-_:...-_·-...:: --=-------··---· 
- of the web along the wavelike pattern ·formed by 
· · :the· t~nsion· fie_ld. - - - - -- -- . - - - ' . . ···- ···, .,. ,_ -- ·-
- - - ----- ·-- -- - - --- -- --- -- _.._ __ --- ---~--
---· . ----------·. -·-~ - . -· .. ---------- ---· . - -·•------ - --· ----- -·- ---- ---- .. ~--------·-. : __ --·---~-'-------··--
r· 
-• '----' L - 0 • •- •• • -•' •••• - ' 
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3) -The inclination of the tension· field deformation 
· ·- of the web, s];lown. in Fig. 31-36, was less than the. 
. 
. 
- -- ~ - ·-··---· ,,_ ... ',, -·· ,·--. -·----. -• - .. - ·.-------~---·-·-- - ': ... 
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-.-·- - symmetrical plate girders. 
Q 
- . -·- ,. , .. ·' 
• I 
The results of the three combined bending and shear tests on 
~: . 







4.-- ---- - -- - -
. 
~) The failure mode of the girder under high shear and 
low moment was that 6£ a tens·ion field web failure, 
whereas the failure mode for the girders under high 
shear and high moment was a combination of the column 
strength of the flange and yielding in the tensiqn 
diagonal of the web. 
----------











2) The interaction failure envelope for symmetrical 
plate girders. does not predict the ultimate 
strength of unsymmetrical plate girders. There 








the addition of a small moment. The· tests tmder .~ 
·-------- -- ----- -- - .
 --
.. 
- · high shear and high moment indicated a considerable 
--- -·- --- ----- --· -------- ----- - --- ------decrease in strength with the addition of a high 
. __ , --- - -·--· --- . " . 
q1oment . 






-- - _-:,_ - - -
- · · .- -~--~---------------Valuable information was· obtained from these tests. towards the - -- ·- -;-·-
. development of a theoretical approach for the ultimate strength 
. __ .. --qnalysis of unsymmetrical plat~ girders. Additional t.ests are 
. :.. .:..;. :.... .- --····- ·- ... 
.. 
. - --c--:t:_ _. -- -~- ' 
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. ' 32a· ·s 
. . ; 
· 1: • 
....... , 
needed on plate girders with ·a larger portion of the web • in 
tension rather than • in compression were as tested 
'· 
.. ·-· ·· .. ,.,,._ -- ... -· ····''·-·-··•-.. -.- .. -
) 
L 
·--------=P=------· rogram. ___ _1'1o~e tests are also desiraple oh girders under the ... ; 
- . . ' . . 
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LOCATION: OF· FAILURE 
0.8 295 I 
i 
0.8 295 I 
1.2 295 I 
1.2 295 I 
1.2 295 I 
1.6 295 I I 
1.6 295 I I 
1.6 295 I 
I -; 
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Table 3 ~~ummary of Gircler Testis 
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Fig. 40 Test Set-Up - Test UG3.l 
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43 Test Set-Up - Tests UG3.2 (Right P~nel) 
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Fig. 48 Test Set-Up - Test UG2.2 
Fig. 49 Tension Diagqnal Failure - Test· ·uG2·. 2 
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Fig. SO Test Set-Up - Test UG3.3 
Fig, 51 Tension Diagonal. Failure - Te$t UG3.2 
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Fig. 53 Compression Flange Failure 
- Tests UG3.2 and UG3.3 
Fig. 52 Compression Flange Failure 











Fig. 54 Test Panel Indicating Points of Deflection 
Measurement 
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